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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Before undertaking the style analysis of a work, it is
important to clarify what is meant by the term "style." That part of
Webster's definition which directly relates to this paper is as follows:
3Mode of expressing thought in language, • • • esp.,
such use of language as exhibits the spirit and faculty of
an artist; characteristic .mode of expression, • • •
4 Distinctive or characteristic mode of presentation.,
construction, or execution in any art., e.mployment., or
product., esp. in any of the fine arts; • • •
6 Manner or method of acting or performing; • • • (40:2505).
"Style, " as applied to music, has many connotations.

It

may be the distinct way a composer expresses himself., the way a
composer presents his musical thoughts., or the particular material
a composer uses to express his ideas.

Style can also represent a

chronological period such as the baroque era; it may reflect national
characteristics; or it may refer to the texture of a score or the
medium of performance.

In short., style is not a concise term with

one specific meaning; it is a broad one that may include all, or part.,
of the varying aspects noted above.
Style also extends to the reproduction of a composition by the
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performer~ a second creative process that is necessary in order to
relate to the listener what the composer intended.

The "law of

performance" is that the performer use every resource to arrive at
the composer's intent in order to make that intent clear to himself
and to his audience.
This paper is primarily concerned with one example of
Johann Sebastian Bach's instrumental style--the "Brandenburg
Concerto No. 2." The style of this work was influenced by the musical
resources known to Bach~ compositional techniques~ and the capabilities of the instruments in the baroque period.

The manner in which

Bach used these resources and the integrity of what he had to say are
evidences of his individual genius.
As used in this paper the term "analysis" deals with specific
features contributing to the style of Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto
No. 2." Included will be a brief summary of information which throws
light on why Bach wrote as he did during his stay in Anhalt-Cothen~
the period in which all of his orchestral music was composed~ as well
as information dealing spec.ifically with this work and an analysis of
the music and its manner of performance.

I.

BACH'S POSITION IN MUSICAL HISTORY

In the first half of the seventeenth century the Thirty Years
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War in Germany caused a great amount of distress to the German
people.

Burnt villages., destroyed crops., famine and disease stretched

across the land.

Out of this turmoil and strife arose Johann Sebastian

Bach., "the mighty fortress of the art of music" and the greatest
musical genius of the baroque era (19: 1).
The Italian and French styles dominated the music of the
first part of the period.

In discussing the contributions of both

styles., Manfred Bukofzer writes:
The harmonic resources of tonality., the concerto
style in instrumental and vocal music,. and the concerto
and sonata for.ms of "absolute" music passed as the
characteristics of the Italian style; the coloristic and
programmatic trends in instrumental music., the
orchestral discipline., overture and dance suite., and
the highly florid ornamentation of the melody passed as
the characteristics of the French style (4:260).
He also points out that the German,. recognized as the third style.,
was characterized by its solid harmonic and contrapuntal textures.
Bach's .music represents the culmination of all three styles., resulting
in what Bukofzer calls the "fusion of national styles."
Bach I s compos.itions fall into five periods that roughly
coincide with the positions he held.

The first period coincides with

his assignments as organist in Arnstadt (1703) and Muhlhausen (1707).
In this first period., Bach strove for a personal style "characterized
by excessive length., superabundance of ideas., unbridled exuberance.,
and inconclusiveness with regard to harmony" (3:260).
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The concise., organized themes that Bach's music exhibits in later
years are lacking in this period.

The "exuberance" compensated for

his lack of precise "architectural design" (33:27 5).

Cantatas and

organ works dominated his first period.
The second period of Bach's career coincides with his
residence at Weimar (1708-1717).

He was at first a court organist

and later became concertmaster of the orchestra.

During this period

Bach became known all over Germany as a fine organist with superior
pedal technique and an overwhel.ming performing ability.

The court

at Weimar was a complete change for Bach; there he was not only in
contact with the religious music that he loved but was also introduced
to French and Italian secular music.

During this period he transcribed

Vivaldi's concertos and composed some secular works, cantatas, and
his great organ music, especially those not connected with the
chorale (12:143).
The third period of Bach's life was spent at the court in
Cothen (1717-1723) as Kapellmeister and director of chamber music.
Since Bach's official duties during this time did not involve church or
organ music., he turned his attention to the writing of secular chamber
music, achieving the high point in baroque instrumental style (21: 104).
The fourth period of Bach's life began with his employment
as Cantor at St. Thomas in Leipzig (1723) and ended with his last
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cantatas (1745).

The cantatas he had to write for the Church services

are characterized by the integration of old and new forms which display
his mature genius (21:186).

In this fourth period Bach reached new

heights with the two Passions according to St. John and St. Matthew.,
the Magnificat., and the Great Mass in b-minor.

The Goldberg

Variations., Clavieriibung., and the second part of the Well-Tempered
Clavier., also written in this period., are the peak of baroque keyboard
style.
Bach's fifth period covered the last five years of his life
and was spent in exhausting the contrapuntal devices of the baroque
era.

Included in this period are the great works based on a single

theme: the Canonic Variations., Musical Offering., and the Art of the
Fugue.

II.

COTHEN

Bach's assignment at the Court at Cothen (1717) was
primarily responsible for his instrumental music.

He went to Cothen

from Weimar where he had been Konzertmeister., writing organ music
and cantatas for the devout Prince Ernst August.

It is interesting to

note that Bach., a man with deep religious convictions., would even
consider the position at Cothen where he was limited to orchestral
work.

The court belonged to the Reformed Church., and facilities were
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poor.

Only one small organ in the plain little Calvinistic church was

at his disposal; not even a choir was available in the Court of Cothen
to sing Bach's glorious cantatas (30: 104).
Prince Leopold of Anhalt-Cothen., his patron., was a young
man of 23., skilled at playing the violin., viola da gamba and clavier.
He al so had a pleasant baritone voice.
music but loved it as well.

The Prince not only knew

An agreeable and sympathetic patron., he

elevated Bach to the second highest position in the Court., paying him
a liberal salary (19: 14).
Bach was treated as a cherished friend., and he often
accompanied the Prince on his travels.

On one of these trips Bach

met Christian Ludwig., Margra ve of Brandenburg., who commissioned
him to write the Brandenburg Concertos (19:15).
The orchestra at Cothen consisted of eighteen players.,
grouped in three categories.

The first group., called the Kammer-

musici (chamber musicians)., contained eight players.

The second

group., Musici., were local players retained for occasional employment.
The third group was a corps of trumpeters and drummers., three in
all.

The Prince occasionally would employ outstanding soloists to

perform with his orchestra.

Bach also had a copyist (35:5).

In July., 1720., Bach returned from a trip to Carlsbad with
Prince Leopold to find that his wife Barbara had died suddenly.

This
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tremendous emotional upset revived Bach's leanings toward the church
and prompted him to apply as organist at Hamburg., a position he did
not receive.
On Bach I s return from Hamburg., he wrote the Brandenburg
Concertos and sent them to the Margrave on March 24., 1721.

It has

been fairly well established through Court records that these works
were performed at Cothen before being sent (12:160).
In December, 1721., Bach remarried., this time to Anna
Magdalena Wilcken., daughter of a court trumpeter.

Anna Magdalena,

16 years Bach's junior., proved to be a great asset and a devoted wife.
In 1722., Prince Leopold married, and his .interests turned
from music.

This change of attitude., plus Bach's realization that

educational facilities for his children were very poor in Cothen.,
decided him to look for a new position.

Bach had not allowed his

children to attend the Calvinist school that was available., and he wanted
his older sons to attend the University.

Therefore., Bach went to

Leipzig to assume the position of Cantor., leaving what had been., on the
whole., a pleasant., productive six years at Cothen.

III.

THE CONCERTO GROSSO

"Concerto" simply means "to play in concert." "Grosso"
means "many" and in this sense refers to the large group constituting
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the ripieno, sometimes called the concerto grosso.

The first musical

form designed for large instrumental groups, the concerto grosso,
required that the instrumental group or orchestra be broken into two
units of unequal size.

The first unit comprises a smaller group of

solo players called the solo group or concertina; the second unit is
called the ripieno, tutti, or concerto grosso and comprises the main
body of the orchestra.

The ripieno, usually the larger of the two

groups, employs string and keyboard instruments.
The concerto began to take definite form when instrumental
music began to be considered as an independent medium of expression,
not merely an accompaniment to the dance.
The continuous bass accompaniment that supported the
complete ensemble was called the continue.

It was part of the ripieno

and was played by the cembalo (harpsichord) or the organ.

The actual

music for the continue was in outline form, only a chordal structure
being given, thus compelling the performer to improvise or "realize"
this structure.

The talent of a continue player was contingent upon

his ability to realize the figured bass; but even in Bach's day, the
continue player preferred, when possible, to see the score ahead of
time.
The establishment of the concerto grosso form was due
largely to such composers as Alessandro Scarlatti, Giuseppe Torelli,
and Archangelo Corelli.

Corelli's style, popular throughout Italy and
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Europe., influenced many composers: Geminiani., Locatelli., Vivaldi
and others.
In style and in musical structure the Corelli concertos
are models of quiet dignity and sober repose. His harmonies
are sonorous and full., applied like warm flesh tones over
a perceptible framework of well-joined bone and muscle.
His melodic units are usually simple and brief. Clarity and
proportion are his guiding principles., and concertino and
grosso are meticulously equalized as factors in the formal
structure. With rare exceptions., the concertino acts as a
single unit., putting forward the melodic thesis of the movement, while every few measures the grosso joins in adding
deliberation and weight to the dissertation (39: 17).
With Vivaldi., Handel., and Bach the concerto grosso reached
its highest development.

Vivaldi was the first to publish concerto

grossi., characterized by coloristic passages using wind instruments
as well as strings., and florid solo passages introducing an element
of showmanship.
Bach was definitely influenced by Vivaldi's concertos.

In

his stay at Weimar he transcribed nine of these works., making the
harmony fuller and occasionally altering a melodic line., according to
Veinus.

The most impressive difference was the development of the

inner voices., which Vivaldi left only in outline form.

While Bach's

transcriptions of the Vivaldi works are not his greatest contribution
to music., without them the history of the classical concerto might
have been very different.
Like the cantata., passion., toccata., chorale., and
fugue., the concerto grosso reached the peak of its
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development with the greatest master of the age, Johann
Sebastian Bach. Bach had no occasion to be as extensively
interested in the form as Vivaldi. Yet if Bach I s survey of
the field was concentrated, it was nonetheless complete
(39:27).

IV.

PERFORMANCE OF BAROQUE MUSIC

In the performance of baroque music many musical factors
that are obsolete today must be taken into consideration.

Composers

of the period did not have in mind the performance of music centuries
later; they directed their music, themselves, in the churches or
courts where they were employed.
The size of the performing group is important in the playing
of baroque music.

It should be remembered that instrumental music

was written for smaller groups, rather than the large concert orchestra that we hear today.
effect is destroyed.

If the group is too large, the general ensemble

Also, an authentic performance can only be

obtained .if the instruments used are those designated in the score and
if the interpretation of the music takes into consideration the specific
techniques used in the baroque era.
The most recent edition of Groves Dictionary of Music has an
extensive article on "Baroque Interpretation'' from which many of the
suggestions in the following paragraphs have been taken (3:444).

The

best current recordings of the Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 verify these
performance techniques (26:recording).
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Composers of this period did not intend to have their music
played with metronomic regularity; instead., they believed that an
"easing of the tempo" at "all considerable cadences and many passing
ones" was in order (3:447).

Considerable cadences are those that

mark the end of a section or movement., and the passing cadences are
those which tend to be obscured by the flow of the music.

A closing

ritardando should have some advance preparation in proportion to its
extent.
The general rule is to accent "the natural peaks and stresses"
of the phrase and not the first beat of every measure.

Each phrase

should suggest its own natural accents., and the normal tendency will
be to accent the note highest in pitch.
A characteristic of baroque music is the great amount of
dynamic contrast.

The length of these contrasts varies "from a bar

or less to an entire portion of the movement.
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Because of the lack of

dynamic markings in the score., such nuances are largely dependent
upon the sensitivity of the performer.
Balance in the music of the baroque period is mainly a
matter of giving prominence to the most important line.

It is up to the

performer to pick out the "salient elements" of the music., especially
those that are not in the treble.

The music must flow evenly without

interruptions.
Phrase endings are fairly easy to locate., but they do not
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occur at regular intervals.

The "silence of articulation.," so essential

to the correct perfor.mance of baroque music., plus a "slight easiness
of tempo" within the phrase, add greatly to the expressiveness and
the vitality of the music.
A performer must know when to sustain a tone to its full
length and when to lighten the texture of the music by releasing the
tone early.

The rule most generally followed is to sustain the note to

its full length when it does not conflict with a new fugal entry or with
the harmony.

Last notes of phrases are usually notated longer than

they should be played.
Terms that best describe the articulation of baroque music
are crispness, lightness, easy flowing., and sharply pointed.

To

achieve this texture, the performer must have the "silence of articulation" between every two notes.

This does not imply that the music

should be played staccato but that a happy medium between staccato
and legato should be sought.

Syncopated notes need this same spacing

or "aeration" in order to give life to the music.
An understanding of rhythmic notation is especially important
to the performer of baroque music.

In an article dealing with this

subject., Sol Babitz begins with the following instructions., taken from
the famous flute method by Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773)
(2:533):
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• • • certain notes, usually in stepwise progression,
were played somewhat uneven--long-short (ap~~ximately
or short-long (approximately ,; )
)-although they were written even (

fJ

),

n ).

The introduction to Arthur Mendel's edition of Bach's Pass.ion According to Saint John, quoted in the Babitz article, includes the following
statements, also taken from Quantz:
• • • One must know how to distinguish in performance
between "principal" notes • • • and, on the other, "passing"
notes, • • • • The principal notes must be brought out
more than the passing ones.
Quantz., of course., uses the
term "passing notes" only in the sense of metrically weak ones.,
not in the sense of dissonant non-chord tones. • • • the
fastest notes in every piece "in moderate tempo.," or in
"Adagio.," despite the fact that they have in appearance the
same value., must nevertheless be played a little unevenly.
Thus the "initial" notes of every group., namely the first.,
third., fifth., and seventh, must be held somewhat longer
•
II
th an th e II passing
ones, • • • •
• • • This rule has the following exceptions: first, fast
passages in a very fast tempo., in which there is not enough
time for them to be performed unevenly, and in which
accordingly only the first of each four notes can be emphasized in loudness and length. • • • Further exceptions
occur: when notes have dashes or dots over them, or when
there are several successive notes of the same pitch; also
when there is a slur over more than two notes- -that is.,
over four, six., or eight; and finally concerning 8th notes in
gigues. All these notes must be played even, that is, one
as long as the other (2:535).
In conclusion, the following statement by Babitz points up
the importance of understanding the rhythmic notation of baroque
music, particularly those subtleties which the notes themselves do
not reveal (2: 541):
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Present-day performers whose knowledge of the music
of this period is limited to "how it looks on paper" are at a
disadvantage when they attempt to play it as it is written.
The result is that the music of a Bach is said to sound "as
dry as exercises"; a strange criticism since other domains
of Baroque art., such as painting and architecture., appear
in the eyes of laymen and critics alike to lean towards the
flamboyant and overexpressive. The playing of uneven ratios
will do much to restore to this music its proper Baroque
character.

V.

THE BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS

It is generally believed that Bach met Christian Ludwig.,
Margrave of Brandenburg., in Carlsbad on one of his visits there with
Prince Leopold.

The Margrave had a profound interest in music and

upon hearing Bach perform., commissioned him to write some compositions for his private band.

In 1721 Bach completed the six

Brandenburg Concertos and sent them to the Margrave., together with
the following letter (8:82).

It is interesting that this letter was

originally written in French., a language Bach seldom used., and that
he signed his name in its French form.
YOUR ROYAL HIGHNESS.,
As I had a couple of years ago the pleasure of appearing
before Your Royal Highness., by virtue of Your Highness'
commands., and as I noticed then that Your Highness took
some pleasure in the small talents which Heaven has given
me for Music., and as in taking leave of Your Royal Highness.,
Your Highness deigned to honor me with the command to send
Your Highness some pieces of my Composition: I have then
in accordance with Your Highness' most gracious orders taken
the liberty of rendering my more humble duty to Your Royal
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Highness with the present Concertos., which I have adapted to
several instruments; begging Your Highness most humbly not
to judge their imperfection with the rigor of the fine and
delicate taste which the whole world knows Your Highness has
for musical pieces; but rather to infer from them in benign
consideration the profound respect and the most obedience
which I try to show Your Highness therewith. For the rest.,
Sire., I beg Your Royal Highness very humbly to have the
goodness to continue Your Highness' gracious favor toward
me., and to be assured that nothing is so close to my heart
as the wish that I may be employed on occasions more worthy
of Your Royal Highness and of Your Highness' service--!.,
who without an equal in zeal., am, Sire., Your Royal Highness'
most humble and obedient servant
JEAN SEBASTIEN BACH
Coethen., March 24., 1721
It cannot be said these works were received by the Margrave
with any enthusiasm or appreciation.

Indeed., there is no record that

their receipt was ever acknowledged or that they were ever performed
by the Margrave's orchestra.

However., since court records at

Cothen show that extra horn players necessary for their performance
were hired, Bach I s own orchestra undoubtedly played them for Prince
Leopold before they were sent on (12: 160).
After the death of the Margrave in 1734., the Brandenburg
manuscripts were sold as a complete lot for a miserable sum.

Fortu-

nately for their preservation., they came into the hands of one of Bach's
pupils., later into the possession of Princess Amalie of Prussia., and
through her to their present location in Berlin as No. 78 in the
Amalienbibliotek (34: 135).
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Each of the Brandenburg Concertos called for a different
combination of instruments., as if Bach meant to show he could write
expressively for various instrumental groupings.

Since Bach's time.,

the tromba., flauto., oboe., viola., violoncello., and contrabasso of his
period have changed., making it necessary for modern orchestras to
adapt these works to modern instruments.
With the exception of Concerto No. 1 (in four movements)
and No. 3 (in two movements)., all are in the traditional threemovement form.

They are unique among the works of the period and

among Bach's own writing., displaying brilliantly his application of the
concerto principle and showing the maximum resourcefulness in
instrumentation and .musical inventiveness.

These works are as fresh

and vital as the day they were written.
Albert Schweitzer., noted Bach authority., writes about the
Brandenburg concertos in these terms (30:406):
The Brandenburg Concertos are the purest of Bach I s
polyphonic style. Neither on the organ nor on the clavier
could he have worked out the architecture of a movement
with such vitality; the orchestra alone permits him absolute freedom in the leading and grouping of the obbligato
voices.

CHAPTER II

BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 2

This chapter deals specifically with the second Brandenburg
concerto.

Important to an understanding of the work is a knowledge

of the kind of instruments Bach used., what their limitations and
possibilities were., and the direct influence they may have had upon
this music.

The first section deals with information about each of

the instruments for which this work was scored.

The second section

includes a detailed musical analysis of the three movements., with
excerpts taken from the score., illustrating each point in the analysis.

I.

THE INSTRUMENTS

The instrumentation used in the concertina of the Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 .includes the tromba (trumpet)., flauto (flG.te
or recorder)., oboe and violino (violin).

a bee

Violino., violai violone.,

violoncello., and cembalo (the violoncello and cembalo playing in
unison) comprise the ripieno.

The first and third movements make

use of all instruments; the second movement calls only for the flute.,
oboe., and violino of the concertina., with the violoncello and the
cembalo as continua.

Brief descriptions of the instruments and their
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possibilities are herewith included.

Tromba
In Bach's day the trumpet was very limited as compared to

the one we know today.

Its structure was merely that of a cylindrical

tube without keys., and the player could only vary the pitches on it by
producing different lip pressures on the mouthpiece.
consisted of approximately two octaves.

The range

In the first octave the notes

were that of the principle chord., determined by the key in which the
instrument was pitched.

In the upper octave the notes produced

were those of the diatonic scale in accordance with the overtone series.
The fundamental key of the instrument could be altered by the changing
of a tube called a crook that would lengthen the instrument to produce
a lower key or shorten the instrument to raise the key.

It is interest-

ing to note that Bach employed all the notes that the trumpet could use
in the first measures of the second Brandenburg Concertos (6:158).

1

3

The tone of the trumpet has been characterized by Bach's
conte.mporaries as "resonant and heroic" and "exultant." It was
described by Johann Ernst Altenburg., Bach's younger contemporary,
son and pupil of a famous tru.mpeter, in these words:
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"Our ordinary trumpet., known by the Romans as
Tuba 1, by the French as I Trompette.r., and by the Italians
as 'Tromba' or 1 Clarino 1 , is familiar as a musical and
military, in particular a cavalry, instrument. Its tone
is beetlesome., penetrating, clear, somewhat shrill in
the high notes, but strident in its lower register. It
rings out above all others, and justifies its title- -Queen
of instruments. 111 (35:23).
1

Flauto
In this concerto Bach specified nG.te 'a bee., a type of recorder
quite unlike our modern flute.

The instrument was held vertically like

the clarinet and oboe are today.
The pitch of the flute varied according to its size.
shape was cylindrical and partly spheroconical.
in one piece and constructed from wood.

Its

The instru.ment was

The timbre lacked overtones

and was softer than the modern flute (35:62).

The character of the

tone, which blended well with string instruments and the voice, still
survives in the English and French flageolets and the flute stops on the
organ.

Oboe
The French term "hautbois" means., literally., high wood,
but according to Curt Sachs it originally meant loud wood.

The

earliest shape of the oboe, built approximately between 1660 and 1760.,
was slim and conical with the lower end twice the size of the upper end.,.
Sound was produced by blowing on a thin double reed inserted in the
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upper end of the horn.

Its range was approximately three octaves.,

and the player could produce the chromatic scale by using forkfingering (a term understood by instrumental musicians) and by
lipping the reed (tightening the embouchure) for the octave (27:382).

Violino
With few exceptions., the main body of Bach I s orchestra
was the string family., and most of his works include an obbligato or
solo part for the violin as well.

He used the violin in the low register,

which was the style of his time.

According to his biographer., Terry.,

Bach wrote no music for the violin that he could not play himself
(35: 123).

Because his violin parts were very difficult, demanding a

high degree of technical skill, Bach often doubled the violas with the
violins in the obbligato parts.
Since some of the greatest violin makers lived before Bach's
time., Bach was not hindered by poorly constructed violins.

Many

early violins are still in use, including instruments by Andrea Amati
(1535-after 1611), Antonio Stradivari (1640-1737), Carlo Bergonzi
(1675-1747)., and Joseph Guarneri (1687-1745).

Viola
The viola is the alto instrument of the string family, its
strings tuned to c, g, d', a'.

The instrument had poor tone quality

due to its inadequate size and resultant lack of resonance.

For this
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reason the viola played a very subordinate part in eighteenth century
music.

The viola was smaller than our modern instrument because

players, who were usually "superannuated violinsts," did not want to
adjust to a larger instrument (27: 362).

Violoncello
The violoncello., usually a continuo instrument., was not
expected to play solo parts.
with a solid foundation.

Its function was to provide the .music

Bach preferred the violoncello piccolo (small

violoncello) for obbligato purposes., but he did specify the ordinary
violoncello in some cases.

The range of the violoncello is about a

fifth less than that of the violoncello piccolo (35: 135).

Contrabasso
The double bass is known to have existed as early as the
sixteenth century.

Since then it has undergone many changes.

Its

size ranged from an instrument as large as eight feet to some smaller
than the one we consider standard today, seventy-two inches high.
In Bach I s time there was not only a lack of uniformity in size but also
in the stringing of the instrument., some having six, four., and even
three strings instead of the usual five.

Cembalo
The cembalo is a keyboard instrument in which the strings
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are plucked by a quill or piece of leather.

At first there was no way

to alter the tone dynamically; its tone was full and loud., making it
.inflexible compared to the modern piano.

However., after the two

keyboards were adopted., some tonal and dynamic effects became
possible.

Bach's cembalo had a pedal keyboard like an organ and

was used by organists as a practice .instrument.

Until Bach developed

the tempered scale which allowed instrumentalists to play in all keys.,
only certain keys were possible on the cembalo.

The full capabilities

of the instrument were exploited and set forth in Bach I s collection
of twenty-four preludes and fugues known as "The Well-Tempered
Clavier.," each pair written in a different key (27:378).

II.

ANALYSIS

General Statement
The second Brandenburg Concerto in F Major is an outstanding example of the true concerto grosso.

It has the typical three-

movement form in the traditional tempo relationships of fast, slow.,
fast.

The first and third movements are a "dialogue" between the

concert.ino and ripieno., demonstrating the concerto principle of
contrast.
Karl Geiringer refers to the first movement as a prime
example of "Vivaldi Concerto Form.," with the first theme appearing
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at the beginning and a return to the original theme in the last measures
of the movement.

The middle section is an elaboration of the first

theme., treated both in the concertino and ripieno.

When the term

"second theme'' is used in the first and second movements., it refers
simply to new contrasting material and not to a theme in the classical
sense of a contrasting, subordinate melody to be further developed.
The essential feature of the second movement is Bach's
economy of thematic material.

As so often happens., his genius

thrives under limitations- -in this instance., self-imposed.

The unify-

ing factors in this movement are his use of fragments of the original
theme, and rhythmic and motival repetition.
The third movement combines, basically, the fugal style
or technique and certain aspects of the later sonata form.

This

statement will be supported by the detailed analysis dealing with the
third movement.

First Movement
Tempo: Allegro
Key: F Major
No. of measures:

118

Instrumentation:

Concertino

Full Ripieno

Tromba

Violino I

Flauto

V.iolino II
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Oboe

Viola

Violino

Violone
Cembalo and
Violoncello

The character of the first movement is established by the
limited resources and timbre of the tru.mpet.

The trumpet tone was

brilliant, and the instrument had a natural capacity to outline the
principal chord of the key in which it was pitched, in this instance
the key of F Major.

The first measures played by the trumpet

resemble a flourish or fanfare and include all the notes the trumpet
could play (6: 158):

Trombainl1?li f j !U J J J J J J J IJ J J J fJ &£ti I r e e r r
1

3

Theme I (measures 1-8) is taken by the flute, oboe, and
violino of the concerti no and the violino I of the ripieno.

The influence

of the trumpet upon the first theme is obvious in measures 1-2 and 5-6,
chordal in outline.

The use of sixteenth notes in every measure results

in a characteristic driving rhythm.

The extraordinary strength of the

theme lies in the repeated accentuation of the same note, rhythmic
vitality, and the bold outlining of the tonic chord:

1

25

Fl.
Oh.

Vt.

3

6

8

Measures 25 and 26 show the imposition of the trumpet
theme on the solo flute in what is a most unflutelike passage.

As

further exemplified by the "bustling" character of the oboe, often
doubling the violin part, this tendency to treat all kinds of instruments
in separate contrapuntal lines, as if they were all of equal weight,
shows what Parry terms Bach's failure ". • • to get the full
advantage out of the sense of orchestral effect. • • • He thought of
things in lines rather than masses" (21:122).

25

26

Measures 32-35 introduces new sequential material for the
trumpet, imitated one measure later in the oboe part.
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Theme II (measures 9-10), introduced by the solo violino,
is quieter and more lyrical.

Calles speaks of it as a "gentle theme"

which "creeps in" (6:159).

10

9

This is taken in turn by each of the other three solo instruments,
alternating every two .measures with measures 1 and 2 of the first
theme, played by the tutti section.

This kind of alternation demon-

strates clearly the concerto principle of contrast in weight and texture.
When first presented, Theme II is accompanied only by the
continua, but each statement thereafter is also supported by an
accompanying figure in one of the other solo instruments.
This section ends in measure 22 with a modulation to the
key of C Major.
Development of thematic material (measures 23-102):
Measures 24-41: begins in the key of C Major and
modulates to d minor.
42-49:

sequential two-measure modulations
to G, C, and back to F Major.

50-55: a series of seventh chords, finally
resolving in the key of B-flat Major.
56-61:

key of B-flat Major.
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62-68: sequential two-measure modulations
to d minor, B-flat Major, and
c .minor.
64-71: Further development of Theme I in
the key of c minor.
72-74: modulation through seventh chords
to g minor.
75-85: g minor.
86-89: d minor.
90-93: modulation through a series of
seventh chords to a .minor.
93-102: a minor.
Measures 103-104: All instruments, including the continua
(marked "tasto solo" in the score), play the first half of Theme I in the
original key, except the solo trumpet, which has an inversion of the
same the.me:
Tr·.
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103
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Measures 107-113: A series of seventh chords is outlined
in the ripieno:
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Measures 115-118:

The second part of Theme I is played

exactly as introduced:
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Second Movement
Tempo: Andante
Key:

d minor

No. of measures:
Instrumentation:

65
Concertino

Ripieno

Flauto

Violoncello

Oboe

Cembalo

Violino
The theme which provides the basic material of the movement is introduced in the violino part (measures 1-7):

Violino

W,i ! i *

J Ir.

1

7

Next the oboe states the theme beginning in measure 3,
and the flauto takes it up in modified form in measure 5.

From

then on the theme is heard in fragments or in modified form for the
remainder of the movement, passed freely between the three solo
instruments.

The continuo part provides a broken-chord figuration

in eighth notes throughout the movement.
a perfect cadence in C Major.

The first section ends with

Movement number two is highly unified

with fragments and motives of the main theme almost as though there
is one theme with several variants.
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(1st version) Oboe, measure 9-12
Flute, measures 37-41

F1J&►
9

12

fa·
38

(2nd version) Violino, measures 11-15

12

15

(3rd version) Oboe, measures 15-19
Violin o, meas u r c s l 'i' - :_> l

There is much use of the slur and repeated note which occurs
almost as a motive in the theme itself.
From the quiet, i.mitative introduction of the theme by the
three solo instruments, the movement rises in pitch, intensity, and
complexity to measures 20-40.

It then returns again to the level of

the beginning with all three instruments restating fragments of the
theme.

Third Movement
Tempo: Allegro assai
Key:

F Major

No. of measures:

139
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Instrumentation:

Concerti no

Full Ripieno

Tromba

Violino I

Flauto

Violino II

Oboe

Viola

Violino

Violone
Cembalo and
Violoncello

Even more evident than in the first movement is the
influence of the trumpet upon the thematic material of this third
movement.

In a the.me "exactly adapted to its tone and character"

(6:22) the trumpet starts out joyfully in measures 1-7:
.

-
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In a free fugal treatment the theme is then taken up by the
oboe at the fifth (measure 7), then by the violin at the octave
(measure 21), and finally by the flute at the fifth (measure 27),
ending in a modulation to the key of C Major.

This entire fugal

section is accompanied by an independent part in the continuo, with the
other ripieno instruments remaining tacit until measure 47.

The

string accompaniment generally is lighter through this movement
than in the first, the texture is less intricate, and the "short,
detached quavers add sparkle and brightness to the solo music"

(i.e.,
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measures 48-52) (6:159):
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From measures 34-118 the theme is developed through
several keys, principally the key of C Major (measures 34-63),
d minor (64-87), and B flat Major (97-112).
Of special interest, creating an effect of tension, is the

reiteration of the

"A" by the solo violino and the 1st violino of the

ripieno in the following passage (measures 71-78):

71

Measures 119-123 are an allusion to the original theme in
the continua part, this time at the fifth and over the dominant:

r u1c PV• 1r qr w1c urrcr1rcrrrcrr1
120

119

123
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Measures 136-139 mark a return to the first four measures
of the original theme in the trumpet part, accompanied by what appears
to be a suggested modulation to the key of B flat, ending suddenly with
an F chord--one of Bach's surprises:
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CHAPTER III

CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Music educators, because of the nature of their work, are
concerned with the practical application of many facets of the music
itself.

Many times they are confronted with problems and situations

not foreseen in their undergraduate years.

In attempting to present

music which they have not previously studied or analyzed, they often
find themselves at a loss for suitable criteria or a method cf procedure.
The research contained in this paper has made it possible
for the writer to fuse, expand, and apply much of his previous
knowledge of music.

Areas of direct benefit are 1. research tech-

niques that discover the necessary material and eliminate remote and
unrelated facts, 2. the development of a smooth and clear style of
writing, 3. an insight into compositional techniques and types of
music from a specific era, and, 4. the excitement and stimulus of
completing a scholarly project.
ending learning.

Research in itself is a part of never-

It is impossible to pursue a scholarly topic without

encountering multiple avenues for further research.
The intellectual growth received from a project such as this
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inevitably makes one wiser.

The exercise of intelligence is always

both a reward and an incentive.
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APPENDIX

EXPLANATION OF MUSICAL TERMS

accent: the placing of emphasis on a tone., indicated by an accent
mark()).
accompaniment: the musical background that supports a more
prominent part.
allegro (It.):

'merry'; a brisk., lively tempo.

allegro assai (It.): a very quick tempo.
aeration: the use of slight silences between the notes to give a clean.,
clear presentation of the music.
articulation:

the clear and exact performance of musical tones.

Baroque: the term originally referring to certain "grotesque"
features of the period., thought to be "in corrupt taste."
However., later opinion has given the baroque period credit
for its many great contributions.
cadence: a pattern of tones or chords that denotes a feeling of rest or
finality., found at the end of a phrase., a section., or a
composition.
cantata: a baroque vocal form consisting of a number of movements
including arias., recitatives, duets., and choruses, based on
a continuous narrative text and presented in a dramatic
manner.
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cembalo (It., derived from clavicembalo): the German and Italian
name for the harpsichord, a stringed keyboard instrument
of the 16th to 18th century, in which the tone was produced
by the strings being plucked .mechanically by a plectrum.
chord: a combination of three or more notes sounding together in
harmony.
chordal structure: compositional texture in which chords rather than
contrapuntal devices are the important feature.
clavichord: a small, soft-toned, stringed keyboard instrument
developed about the 14th century and used during the
baroque period.

The tone is produced by means of hammers

striking the strings.
clavier: any stringed keyboard instrument.
concertino: the small group of solo instruments that perform individually or with each other as a contrasting unit in the concerto
grosso form.
concerto grosso: an important musical form in the baroque period,
employing a group of solo instruments known as the concertino or principle against a larger group of instruments
called the ripieno, concerto grosso, or tutti.

The concerto

grosso form is usually in three movements: fast, slow, fast.
continuo (from basso continuo, also called thorough-bass): the bass
part in baroque music, realized by the cembalo or organ
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performer and also played by the viola da gamba., cello., or
violoncello.
contrapuntal: individual lines of music played against each other.
contrapuntal material: thematic devices or melodies other than the
original theme that give variety to a composition.

Some-

times contrasting material is referred to as a second or
subordinate theme.
counter subject: in a fugue, the first imitation of the original theme
near the beginning of the composition., which will reappear
throughout the fugue in a similar manner in relation to the
theme.
dissonance: the simultaneous use of inharmonious tones., creating a
feeling of disturbance or unrest.
dynamic markings: the use of symbols to indicate gradations of
volume of tone in a composition.
embouchure: the position the lips must assume when playing a wind
instrument.

The embouchure varies with each wind instru-

.ment.
ensemble: several players working together as a single unit., as
opposed to a full orchestra.
fugal: in the style of a fugue.
fugue: a style or technique of imitative counterpoint developed during
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the 17th century.

The fugue is based on the expansion by

imitation, of a short melody called "theme" or "subject."
harmony: two or more tones played simultaneously that make a chord
according to compositional rules •
.improvise: to perform music extemporaneously, without the aid of
score or memory.
Italian giga: a quick dance, in compound triple time, differentiated
from the more familiar gigue in that it is "much quicker,
non-fugal, with running passages over a harmonic foundation" (1:297).
keyboard .instruments: instruments that are played by pushing a key
to produce the tone: the piano, organ, harpsichord, and
clavichord.
legato (It.): 'bound'; in a smooth., flowing style.
manuscript: the original 'hand' copy as completed by the composer.
measure: a consi!3tent division of time, established by the meter
signature and indicated by the use of bar lines.
melodic line: a succession of notes producing a pleas.ing and logical
sound to the listener.
menuetto: a diminutive minuet, a French court dance used by baroque
composers as a movement in large instrumental works.
metronomic: exact and unvarying; refers to the exact tempo set by an
apparatus called the metronome.
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modulation: a device to change key and thus lend variety to a musical
composition., accomplished by the use of certain chords or
patterns of chords usually common to the original key.
movement: complete sections for.ming independent divisions of the
concerto grosso and other larger instrumental forms.
obbligato: usually refers., in early music., to instruments or parts
that must not be omitted.
ornamentation: the expanding and varying of the music by improvisation.

Ornamentation falls into three categories: (1) that

completely left to the performer, (2) that designated by
signs and symbols., and ( 3) that completely written out.
overtones: higher tones produced by the fundamental tone., which
add beauty and color to the sound though they cannot be
clearly heard.

The frequencies of the overtones are multi-

ples of the fundamental pitch.
Passion: a musical setting of the text from one of the four Evangelists: St. Matthew., St. Mark., St. John., and St. Luke.
patronage system: the sponsorship of a composer., in the baroque
period., by church or court.
phrase: succession of notes., comparable in music to a sentence of
speech.
pitch:

location of musical sound in relation to the tonal scale.,
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determined by the number of sound vibrations per second.
polacco: the Italian name for polonaise., a Polish national dance.
prelude: a piece of music usually played as an introduction to a church
ceremony or a larger composition.
presto (It.): very quick., quicker than allegro.
realization: the filling in of the harmony above the figured bass in
baroque music.
Renaissance: the historical period of the fine arts that immediately
preceded the baroque, from about 1400 to 1600.
rhythm: "everything pertaining to the temporal quality (duration) of
the musical sound" (10:639).
ripieno: the larger group of instruments that either reinforce or
oppose the concertina of the concerto grosso.
ritardando (It.): a gradual slackening of tempo.
score: a piece of music that shows all parts written in the composition.
slur: a curved line over two or more notes indicating that they must
be played smoothly.
solo concerto: a larger composition for an instrumental soloist., using
the orchestra as an accompanying body.
staccato (It.): 'detached'; a shortening of a tone., indicated by a dot
or wedge (V) placed over it.
style: the particular characteristics of the music of a specific period.,
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an individual composer or a performer.
syncopated: a deliberate accenting of notes what would normally be
on the unaccented part of the measure.
tempered scale: the chromatic scale resulting from Bach's division
of the octave into twelve equal tones.

The scale allows

keyboard instruments to play in all keys.
tempo: the rate of speed at which a composition or a section of a
composition is performed.
texture:

the interweaving of horizontal and vertical elements of
.music.

Such terms as chordal., contrapuntal., homophonic.,

etc • ., refer to texture., which Webster defines as "characteristic disposition of interwoven threads., filaments., etc."
theme:

the principle melody or melodies in a piece of music,
usually referred to as the subject in sonatas and fugues.

timbre: the identifying quality of tone of an instrument or voice.
thorough-bass (see "continua"): The baroque period has often been
called the "thorough-bass" period.
toccata: a composition in a free style for a keyboard instrument.,
employing the use of running passages and full chords.
tone: a sound with definite pitch and duration., as opposed to noise.
transcription: a piece of music transferred to or rearranged for a
new medium.
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treble: the highest voice., which often carries the melody.
tutti (It.): 'all'; a term indicating that the co.mplete orchestra or
ensemble is to play.
unison: the playing of the same tones either at the same pitch or at
the octave.

